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ABSTRACT
Extractable-Emulsifying

Capacity of Hand and Mechanically

Deboncd Mutton and Organoleptic

Acceptability

of

Various Mutton Salami Formulations
by
Jack Robert Anderson,

Master of Science

Utah State University,

1974

Mnjo r Professor:
Dr. T. A. Gillett
Depa rtmcnt:
NutrHion nnd Food Science

Salt soluble extracts
ly higher

(P

<. 01)

from mechanically

in pH than the extracts

ciatecl trend toward greater
tion in emulsifying

extractability,

variation

hand versus

deboned mutton.

mechanically

is presented

capacity

city of meat extracts
contribution

indicated

utilizing mutton,

An asso-

was not significant.

from carcass

A new term,
the cxtractability

Varia-

parts were highly
capacity of

extractable-emulsifying
and emulsifying

into one value which should more accurately

that up to 10 percent

able to panelists.

however,

did not occur in the emulsifying

which incorporates

of a meat ingredient

Salami,

from the hand boned mutton.

capacity between extracts

sig·nificant yet significant

deboned mutton were significant-

estimate

capathe

in forming a stable sausage emulsion.
was formulated

from experimental

results

which

mutton fat and 68 percent mutton lean was accept-

Pork was preferred

to beef for use in combination

with mutton

ix

;ii,

determined

panelists.
ferences

Panelists

however disagreement

were unable to detect flavor,

was noted between

moisture

between the final mutton salami and a commercial

formulation.
(P

by panel scores,

They did however prefer

the appearance

or texture difbeef and pork

of the mutton salami

<. 05).
(85 pages)

INTTIODUCTTON

Over Rtxty percent of the saus age products
States ar e emulsion

type products

e mu I sion ingredients
economically
tiVE)

feasible

such as frankfurters

are of cattle and pork origin.
for these two species,

s ize, sheep are not as economical

ton has not been competitive
thouµ;h oviricncc indicates
11:-1hoof

con1rnmed in the United
and bologna.

Most

Hand boning has proven

however because

to hand bone.

of their rela-

Due to this fact, mut-

with beef and pork as a sausage ingredient;

al-

sheep muscle will display the same ideal qualities

nnd pork in n Hnusnge product.

Thero has, howovor, been vory little

duta publish ed to verify this idea.
The recent development
ized the poultry industry
it possible

of the mechanical

deboner has revolution-

by reducing manual boning labor costs and making

to ut.ilize otherwise

wasted meat.

The mechanical

vid e s an avenue whereby mutton can become economically
beef and pork as a sausage ingredient.
rear quarters

of mutton,

would require

mechanical

however,

type sausage

competitive

with

Hand boning might be feasible for the

because of the meat to bone ratio,

fronts

deboning.

Meat from the legs and back of a mutton carcass
cmulsion

deboner pro-

products

could be used in non-

while the meat from the mechanically

fronts could be used in the manufacture

of emulsion

type products.

deboned

2

The fact that some meats are more effective
Htnblc emulsions

hus long been recognized

by sausage

cnte that tho ability to form stable emulsions
typ(' nnd extrnetnbility

of proteins

vnluos have beon determined

contained .in the meat.

fication capacity values for mechanically

Studies .indi-

capacity

of beef and

mutton as a sausage ingred-

of mechanical

deboners,

few emulsi-

deboned red meat have been reported.

The purpose of this study is to compare

the emulsification

deboned ovine muscle and to determine

nbility of mutton salami products.

in the

Emulsifying

on the salt soluble protein extracts

Also due to the recent development

hand boned nnd mechanically

makers.

is due to the difference

pork, but little work has been done on evaluating
ient.

than others in forming

capacity of
the accept-

3

PART I
A STUDY TO DETERMINE

CAPACITY

AND COMPARE

THE EMULSIFYING

OF HAND AND MECHANICALLY
BONED OVINE MUSCLE

4

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Emulsions
Emulsions

have been characterized

nt lonst one immiciblo
l<'tR whoRe

present
ternal

dinmcters

liquid intimately

as two phase systems
disponied

suspended

has been called the continuous

an emuls.ion result
co mpletely

miscible

from th e interfacial

(Becher,

1965).

in which these droplets

or external

phase.

tension of the liquids .involved.

liquids would have an interfacial

or .in-

have been

The two phases of
Two

tension equal to zero where-

as two liquids such as water in oil are known to have a high interfacial
(S:1ffk,

The phirne

has been called the disperse

phase; the phase which forms the matrix

of

in another in the form of drop-

in genernl exceed 0. 1 micron

in the form of finely divided droplets

consisting

tension

1%H).

All emulsion

systems

posscss

c rcascd by :1ddition of surface

limited stnhility,

active agents nnd finely divided solids.

active agents when added to an emulsion

increase

facial tension and are known as emulsifying
added to an emuls.ion increase
not considered

emulsifying

Two general

viscosity

by detcrmin.ing

stability

by reducing

Surface
the inter-

Finely divided particles

thus increasing

agents (Becher,

types of emulsions

agents.

stability

but they are

1965).

have been described

liquids; oil in water (o/ w) and water in oil (w/o).
been distinguished

hut this has been in-

involving immisible

These types of emulsions

which liquid is continuous

have

and which is desperse

5

(Becher,

The distinction

19fi5).

by electrical

conductivity

One ohviou!'l difference

ni:, n w/ o emulsion

or staining procedures

is that an o/w emulsion

produces

Meat emulsions,
o/ w typo emulsions
tem consisting

a greasy

as described
produces

can be made

by Saffle (1968).

a creamy

texture where-

texture.

such as bologna or frankfurters,

are considered

to be

and have been defined by Saffle (1968) as "A two phase sys-

of a fairly coarse

which the solid is not miscible."
Sul~bacher,

between these types of emulsions

1963; Trautman,

dispersion

of a solid (fat) in a liquid (water) in

Various workers
1964; Carpenter

(Hansen,

and Saffle,

1960; Swift and

1964; Christian

Saffle,

1967) have shown that proteins

sions.

Hanson (1960), and 5'wift et al. (1961) with the aid of the light microscope,

have shown that a sausage
nqueous protein phase.
emulsions

prepared

f.h(' concentration

emulsion

are the emulsifying

and

is a dispersion

Stained preparations

from protein extracts

agents in meat emul-

of fat globules within an

of diluted sausage
and clarified

of protein flt the fat water interface

emulsions

and

pork fat indicated

that

was considerably

than in the rest of the solution thus supporting

the existence

brane and hence the formation

(Hansen,

Particle
considerable

of an emulsion

size of the dispersed

attention.

phase in a meat emulsion

in diameter.

were much larger

with the a.id of the electron

than 50 microns.
microscope

Borchart

mem-

has been given
size in a true emul-

Photomicrographs

(1960) and Helmer and Saffle (1963) of actual meat emulsions
particles

of a fat globule

1960).

Osipow (1962) stated that the particle

sion should be from . 1 to 50 microns

higher

of Hansen

showed that most fat

et al. (1967) however,

showed that the size of particles

varied

6

conAirlorubly within n moat emulsion and that some of the fat particles
emul:-ilonR wore
cl:issical

01-1 small

ns . l mkron,

definition of an emulston.

therefore

smnll enough to meet the

Since emulsion theories

nble in studying the capacity and stability of "emulsified"
terminology

Some proteins

meat products,

the

only in mixtures

the sclcroproteins,

19<i:1). Although chemists

water soluble,

A third group is in-

of water and ethanol (prolamins),

does not dissolve in any solvent (Hauro-

hnve often used tho strict definitions,

v cnience in the study of meat emulsions,
three groups:

in water vary within wide

of salt (globulin like proteins).

soluble in water but dissolves
while n fourth group,

of proteins

dissolve easily in salt free water (albumins); others dis-

solve only in the presence

witz,

have proven valu-

has been used widely by meat scientists.

It is known that the solubility

Um its.

in meat

proteins have been classified

salt soluble,

and salt and water soluble.

for coninto
Water

soluble proteins

are proteins which are only soluble in pure water while salt

soluble proteins

are only soluble in water containing appreciable

salt.

Salt and water soluble proteins

are proteins

amounts of

which are soluble in either

pure water or water containing varying concentrations

of salt (Saffle, ;J..968).

Emulsify.lng capacity of meat proteins
Researchers
water soluble proteins

have reported

the salt soluble proteins

as emulsifiers.

protein .ts able to emulsify is considered

to be superior

to the

The amount of fat that a given quantity of
the emulsification

capacity of that pro-

7

tein (Sw.ift et al.,

19Gl).

Hanson (1960) reported

sify fnt with the water soluble proteins
Holuble proteins.

Roluble protein emulsions
membrane

but did form emulsions

He stained and photographed

nc1tfon with a magnification

that he was not able to emul-

of 50 X observed

with the salt

a meat emulsion and upon exami-

that the fat globules of the salt

were covered with a thin, more deeply stained protein

while the fat globules in the water soluble protein preparations

in clear holes in the stained protein film.
(l 9G5) indicated

Work by Swift et al. (1961) and Swift

that the salt soluble proteins

as emulsif.iors

were more than twice as effective

as the water soluble proteins.

(Hegarty et nl.,

1963; Carpenter

Data from other workers

and Sriftle, 1964; Trautman,

the salt soluble proteins

in red meat to be more effective

water soluble proteins.

Hudspeth and May (1967), Parkes

Hudspeth nnd Mny (1969) indicated

resulted

that the proteins

1964) have shown

as emulsifiers

than the

and May (1968), and

in poultry which were salt

:;,oluble were also much more efficient as emulsifying

agents than those which

were water soluble.
The observed

difference

in emulsification

proteins

versus

(1968).

Using the limiting viscosity

for estimating

salt soluble proteins

molecular

water soluble proteins
proteins

shape,

has been partially

explained by Saffle

number and the equation of Simha (1940)

he calculated

a length to width ratio of 4: 1 for

(pH 7 .6 and ionic strength

0. 05) while the salt soluble

had a length to width ratio of 175:1 (pH 6 ionic strength of 0. 67).

concluded that the salt soluble proteins
surround

efficiency of water soluble

a fat particle

have 40-50 times more surface

than do the water soluble proteins.

He

area to

With few exceptions,

8
mm1t. mont Adentists

uso the term

(salt soluble) proteins

to signify those pro-

telm, which nro salt soluble plus that fraction of the water soluble proteins
n rc Hlso soluble in salt solutions.
dure,

however,

is necessary

when interpreting

The e ffl cicncy of proteins
(1964)

with eight commercial

as emulsifiers

emulsifiers

Model systems
cffoctR of selected

breakdown,

that the meat proteins

were developed to study dilute protein extracts

variables

on emulsifying

funnel and tygon tubing.
When the viscosity

capacity.

model system with various

the affect of variables

capacity

(ml fat

The basic design of Swift's

has been used by other workers

extract

as

as a result of emulsion

and the emulsifying

on protein stabilized

A protein

and a pint

of the emulsion increased

emulsions.

al. (1963) used a model system to study the emuls.ifying properties
lar beef muscle prate.ins.

and the

solution in the jar by means of a

suddenly decreased,

modifications

were

Swift et al. (1961) made

using an omni-mixer

The viscosity

addition of fat was terminated

with

were very efficient as emulsifiers.

added 100 mg prate.in) of the protein was observed.

determine

frankfurters

and found that none of the commer-

Fat was added to a meat protein extract

fat was added.

was com pa red by Meyer et al.
He prepared

the first model Rystem to study meat emulsions

separatory

proce-

were as effective as the control in which no emulsifiers

added, wh.ich indicated

jar.

of experimental

the literature.

food emulsifiers.

the :1ddition of the commercial
cial emulsifiers

A close examination

which

to

Hegarty et
of intracellu-

was used as the emulsifying

agent

9

nnd soyhenn oil

aR

tho fat source.

the µ;rams of oil emulsified

The emulsifying

per milligram

capacity was reported

of protein nitrogen in solution.

as
Car-

penter and Saffle (1964) used a modified model system of Swift et al. (1961) to
determine

the emulsifying

capacity of different

sausage meats.

A protein ex-

tract was used as the protein source and Wesson Oil as the fat.

Vegetable oils

have been used as the fat source in the different model systems

because of con-

venience ns they wore liqu .fd at room temperature
thlR, Chrlstinn

(Saffle, 1968).

Because of

nnd Safflo (1967) used a model system to determine

types of fat affected the emulsifying
the volumes of the oils emulsified
that the amount of olive,

lf different

capacity of salt soluble proteins.
were significantly

corn, cottonseed

Although

it was observed

different,

and peanut oil emulsified

were well

within the range of the amount of animal fats that could be emulsified.
workers,

Trautman

(1964) in his work with prerigor

and postrigor

Other

meat,

Maurer and Baker (1.96<i) and Hudspeth and May (1967) .in their work with poultry, and Borton et nl. (l!JGH) in their work with red meat trimmings,
used the model system approach to evaluate various meat proteins
effectiveness

as emulsifiers.

fier to study the emulsifying
et al. (1970) constructed
to more accurately

of small quantities

of protein while Webb
resistance

the exact point at which phase separation

Webb's method proved only as accurate

methods but was considered
trollable

properties

and their

a micro-emulsi-

a model system to try to utilize electrical

determine

in emulsion breakdown.

Tasi et al. (1970) constructed

have all

more objective.

model system for preparing

occurred

as visual

Haq et al. (1972) utilized a con-

sausage emulsions

and to evaluate a

10
variety of emulsion
emulsion

parameters

stability.

Much information
model system approach,
data is compared

has been obtained about meat emulsions
however,

several

to actual commerc.ial

out thnt model systems
stated,

including meat water ratios and their effect on

precautions

soluble protein and over 80 percent

an emulsion

He

of less than 1 percent salt
a minimum of

to emulsify a maximum of 35-40 percent

Bo also mentioned the fa.ct that much greater

oped in a model system than in commercial
:..ystcms have used protein extracts

systems.

can be formed which can be

In actual meat emulsions,

fat.

9-10 porcont total protein is required

tho rcisulting emulsion

Saffle (1968) pointed

aro much more efficient than commercial

cooked without a breakdown and has an analysis

fat."

should be noted when this

sausage emuls.ions.

"In most of the model systems,

by using the

rather

shcnr forces can be devol-

operations

and since most model

than meat tissue as the protein source,

in a model system has been many times less viscous than

those produced in commercial

operations.

Factors affecting the emulsifying capacity
and extraction of salt soluble proteins
Factors
various workers.

affecting emulsifying

capacity of meat have been investigated

Saffle and Galbreath

by

(1964) found that there was more avail-

able salt soluble protein in some meats as compared

to others.

penter and Safflc (1964) indicated that salt soluble proteins
cass parts vary in their efficiency to emulsify

fat.

Data from Car-

from different

car-

Saffle (1968) concluded that

11

the re were two fnctors
c fficicncy

that determine

of the protein

to emulsify

the emulsifying

ability

of meats:

(1) the

fat, (2) the amount of salt soluble protein

~1va ilnhle.

Fncto rA n ffocting- the c fficiency of protein

extracts

undl•rgone conslder:il>lc~ Ht.udy. The pH of mentor
shown to have an affect on the emulsifying
(He~arty et a 1. , 19G3).
emulsification
sharply

capac.ity of the water

reduced

in either

not chan~e appreciably
however,

indicated

cron8ed

as the pH was raised

that the emulsifying

fying capacity

molecules.

vestigated

it to cover more

of protein

Swift (1965) reported

a curvilinear

tein and the emulsifying
(1964),

however,

reported

tein concentration

Hegarty

capacity

and emulsifying

that indicated

emulsify.ing

concentrations

of protein.

capacity

Salt soluble proteins
at pH 6. 0 - 6. 5 and did

Carpenter

and Saffle (1965),

of the salt soluble proteins

in-

molecule

that the emulsi-

concentration

in extracts

et al. (1963),

Trautman

between

of the extracts

was higher

has been in(1964) and

the concentration

studied.

line relationship

capacity.

He indicated

at pH 5. 2 and is

by both the shape and net charge of the

relation

that a straight

solutions

that the maximum

Their data indicated

fat.

was influenced

workers.

to 8.

fat has
has been

from <i to 9, tho protein

The effect of protein

by various

occurs

maximum

capacity

siµ;nlflcn .ntly as the pH was rnlsed

unfolds thus enabling

(] 963) reported

soluble proteins

capacity

solutions

of protein extract

or acidic solutions.

showed an emuls.ification

however,

protein

alkaline

protein

capacity

Swift and Sulzbacher

to emulsify

of the pro-

Saffle and Galbreath
existed between

Ivey et al. (1970) presented
for the extracts

that as blender

containing

prodata
lower

speed was increased

12
from I f>GOto 4000 rpm tho differences
concC'ntration decreased.

in emulsifying

cnpacity due to protein

Other work by Maurer et al. (1969) and Parks and

May (1968) in the.tr work with poultry and Acton and Saffle (1970, 1971, 1972)
have indicated that increasing
served

capac.ity of the protein extract

emulslflcation
Temperature

1964).

capacity

procoAf!ing temperatures

which

1961; Carpenter

up to 75 C, it would be natural

have been

to assume that

between 18-46 C would not contr.ibute to emulsion break-

relationship

however,

and they reported

between the amount of fat emulsified

a tu re over the 18-46 C range.
(19<>4)who calculated

as a variable

that since emulsions

Thetr data did not support this reasoning,

1inea r inverse

the ob-

used.

(Hanson, 1960; Swift et al.,

Swift et al. (1961) reasoned

Rt:-tbk :it cooking temperatures

down.

does decrease

has been examined by various workers

could affect emulsifying
and Snftle,

the protein concentration

and the temper-

This work was verified by Carpenter

a correlation

coefficient

a

and Saffle

of-. 930 between temperature

and

amount of oil emulsified.
Swift ot al. (1961) have shown that rate of chopping has a major effect on
the amount of fat emulsified.
associated

with decrease

a correlation
rate of mixing.

coefficient

They reported

in fat particle

size.

that increasing
Carpenter

the rate of shear was

and Saffle (1964) showed

of-. 986 between the amount of oil emulsified

and the

Other work by Helmer et al. (1963) working with beef, Froning

et al. (1970) and Hargus ct al. (1970) working with poultry,
working with soy proteinates,

Pearson

et al. (1965)

and Baliga et al. (1971) working with mutton,

have

13

vu rilled tho ract that ineronsinp; the ehoppinp; spood and temperature

decreases

t.lw nmounl. nf f11t thAt can be omulAifiod.

Sev0.rnl possible

explanations

:iecount for the decrease
Rpeed Md temperature

siderable

rigidity;

of emulsification

rise.

sorbcd and denatured

have been given by various workers
capacity with an increase

Dean (1948) stated that " ...

at oil water Interfaces

" ...

an emulsion

stabilized

stable as long as it is left undisturbed."
contribute

to emulsion

breakdown.

time must be sufficient

l,(lobulos.

(UH,:3), however,

fat would result.
emulsification

Hansen (1960) concluded that total chopping

temperature

data indicating

rise occurred

values.

is promoted

was not the

Swift et al. (1961) thought that with
decreased

at higher temperatures,
Becher

in droplets

:rnrface a ren of 300 square meters
to cover the same amount of fat.
rate of shear also decreases

during

surface

tension of the

and Saffle (1964) explained that although ease of

area increases.

that 10 ml of oil dispersed

fat ·

llclmor :mrl Safflc

that protein denaturation

and chopping speeds,

Carpenter

pand and the surface

by rigid films may be very

mntrix may h11vc boon clonnturcd.

presented

temperature

film has con-

to form a protein mat~ix to enclose the dispersed

cause of the lower emulsification
increased

are

Hence agitation due to chopping may

Hu ronsonod that if excessive

1·hoppfng-, lhu pmloln

in chopping

some proteins

and the denatured

to

the oil droplets

a965)

explained this by showing

with a radius of 0. 1 micron,

thus requiring

tend to ex-

considerably

created

more protein

Ivey et al. (1970) showed that increasing

the fat particle

diameter

a

thus increasing

the

the total

14
liurfncu nron of tho fut.

Thoy indicated thnt tho total surface

in tho emulsion can be cstimatod

pnrtklos

sur face area

extrnctod

particles,

by the formula:

6 (Volume of oil)
Mean droplet diameter

= ----------

Saffle (1968) pointed out that increasing
fat into smaller

the chopping speed not only breaks up the

but also increases

the amount of protein that can be

thus enabling more fat to be covered.

emulsifying

aroa of the fat

capacity associated

nood to hold these variables

In view of the variability

with temperature

in

and chopping variations,

the

constant is ev.ident.

There are many factors which could affect the amount of salt soluble protcin which could be extracted

from meat.

Anderson et al. (1963) .indicated that

the addition of C-18 fatty acids reduced the quantity of protein which could be extracted

from fish muscle,

however,

Saffle and Galbreath

pork fat to lean beef did not significantly

(1964) found that adding

affect the percent of total protein which

was soluble .in 3 percent saline solution.
It is well known that the solubility

concentration

of salts present

of proteins

in the solution.

Haurowitz

minimum solubility was found at the isoelectric
by the addition of acid or base to the protein.
ported that as the pH approached

of the salt soluble proteins

extractable

increased

(1964) investigated

with increasing

(1963) pointed out that

point and solubility was increased
Swift and Sulzbacher

the isoelectric

the percent

depends on pH and on the

extracted

(1963) re-

point of the salt soluble proteins,
decreased.

salt concentrations.

However,

the amount

Saffle and Galbreath

the pH range of 5. 4 - 6. 5 and concluded that any pH rise away

15

from the isoelectric

point of the protein resulted

protein which could be extracted.
(1971) and Mccready

Neelakantan

in an increase
et al. (1971),

so did the extractable

salt soluble protein.

The condition of the meat at the time of processing
n f'f'oet the emulsifyl.ng capacity.

Htitutc l953).
roasons,

ln recent years

(1964),

indicated that prerigor
tic8.

emulsification

has been shown to

pre rigor meat was used

properties

the use of prerigor

(American Meat In-

meat has declined for various
Trautman

by Turner and Olsen (1959),

Saffle

(1964),

Bard (1965), Saffle (1968), and Acton and Saffel (1969) has
meat was superior

Saffle and Galbreath

extractable

Before refrigeration,

to have excellent

however research

:mcl (]albreath

Froning and Janky

and Cunningham (1971) working with poultry have also indi-

cated that as pH increased,

11nd it wus known

in the amount of

(1964) indicated

to postrigor

in emulsification

proper-

that the amount of salt soluble protein

was 50 percent higher for prerigor

than for postrigor

tissue.

They

nlso found that the amount of salt soluble protein which could be extracted
cow rnm1t

fro;,;en for 48 hours was decreased

of the unfrozen control.

approximately

Bard (1965) indicated

9 percent below that

that the salt soluble proteins

pre .rigor meat was about three times more soluble than in postrigor,
the extraction

time was increased

to 15 hours,

only slightly less for the postrigor

the yield of soluble proteins

for protein extraction

in

however,

meat as compared with the prerigor.

indicated that the optimum temperature

from

was

He also

of soluble protein

was at -5 C.
Haurow.itz (1963) indicated that increasing
solution increased

the solubility

of the proteins.

the concentration

of salts in a

Swift and Sulzbacher

if

(1963)

l

found thnt th<' emul~l(yin).{ cnpncity of prusalt.erl mcnt to which different

or urine

w<·1·e added,

l'rnnsed.

lncrcnscd

lG<lO pcrecnt

Borton ct nl. (1968) also reported

significantly
termined

higher emulsifying

capacity

(j

volumes

as the ratio of brine to meat inthat beef check preblend

than non-preblend

had a

beef cheeks as de-

by a model system.
To correlate

these variables,

Acton and Saffle (1969) made actual frank-

fu rtor cmulAions using the following ·: (1) prerigor

meat,

mt•nt, (:1) prerfµ;or moat p;round with ice, snlt, nitrate
lwld ln a cooler

for 12 hou r8 before processing,

~round with ice, salt,
before pro<.:cssing,

nitrate

and ascorbic

(2) prerigor

nnd ascorbic

fror.en postrigor

that emulsion

significantly

products

preblend

preblend

0

= 2. 75.

produced

The advent of the mechanical

Froning

with preblended

deboner

products

the economic

feasibility

boning mutton and showed the tremendous

.:::2. 25, fresh

and Janky (1971) also
poultry meat were

that were not preblended.

has made it possible

meat from the backs and necks of poultry in processed

that if

had the following emulsi-

- 2, fror.en prerigor

more stable than the emulsified

(1973) compared

was made.

to the worK of Acton and Saffle (1969), indicated

2. 45, and prerigor

indicated

(preblending)

before the emulsion

they gnvc fresh meat a value of 1, the other treatments

prerigor

12 hours

They concluded that adding ice

in more soluble protein being extracted

ficntton values:

meat

acid and held in a cooler

and (5) fresh ground moat.

Snfflc (1968), referring

acid and

(4) frozen postrigor

and salt to the ground meat and holding it in a cooler for 12 hours
resulted

frozen

to utilize

meat products.

Gillett

of hand boning and mechanically
savings

in labor by utilizing

the

de-
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mech:mtcal

debonor.

Mechanically

deboned raw meat comes in the form of a paste and is

thereby quite adaptable

to emulsified

cntcd that mechanically

deboned meat is most suitable

mon IH, nlthoup;h tho variable
porformaneo

composition

in cmulsifioci products

Mechanically

type products

They explained that mechanically

ct al. (L974a) indicated
the amount of connective
pointed out that excessive
mechanically

predictable

are affected by the same vari-

Froning et al. (1970) indicated

that

deboned poultry meat had some-

deboned meat produced emulsions

the emulsion,

that mechanically

which had

fat globule size than hand deboned meat.

deboned poultry meat emulsions
throughout

in combination with other

than those made from hand deboned sources.

less protein matrix and somewhat larger

1:ig;c•ndlspcrRed

has indi-

(Pauly, l!JG7).

however,

stability

experience

and quality has hindered

made from mechanically

what less emulsification

Mochnnically

Industrial

dcboned poultry emulsions

ribles as hand boned red meat,
sausage

products.

were observed

however,

to have more col-

Field ct al. (1972) and Field

deboning of red mcnt (mutton) decreased

tissue in the deboned meat.
collagen will interfere

Maurer

and Baker (1966)

with emulsifying

capabil.ities

of

deboned meat.

Froning and Janky (1971) .indicated that the emulsifying
of mechanically

characteristics

deboned turkey meat could be enhanced by pH adjustment.

found that stability

of emulsions

from 5. 7 to 7. 0.

Preblending

increased

significantly

They

with advancing pH values

with higher salt levels also affected the emulsion

18
At11hlllt.y of prnpnrnd
peclally

bonoflcial

as it improves

products.

In mochnnkally

They explained

that prohlendfng

debonect mout sources

may be es-

of high fat content

the solubility of the protein thereby making it more available

for emulsification.
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Sou rC'c of meat
Thirty aged range ewes were purchased
St::ite University
:JG hours,

meat laboratory.

and slaughtered

Tho carcasses

were hung in a O C cooler for

halved and broken down into four parts,

(loin); leg (leg); shoulder

and neck (shoulder);

Pn rts from one side of each carcass
the otlwr Hide wore hand boned.
for the study,

shank and flank (breast).
debonod while those from

deboned together

cnrcasscs

used

to provide

deboned using a model AUX 1171 Beehive de-

boncr equipped with a . 018 inch head.
and further

The machine was adjusted using several

adjustments

parts using the first portion of each part.
honccl separately

and breast

the deboner.

Meat was mechanically

extra carcasses

loin and 8-rib rack

parts from twenty-four

were combined and mechanically

unough volume to operate

i.e.,

were mechanically

Similar

at the Utah

were made between different

carcass

Each part of the carcasses

was de-

and care was taken to see that the meat from the four parts

was not mixed by discarding

5-10 pounds of meat between batches

mixing of the meat from the different

carcass

parts.

to prevent

The mechanically

deboned

meat was then boxed and kept in a O C cooler for 12 hours.
The carcass
time the mechanical
hours.

parts designated

for hand boning were boned at the same

deboning was being done and stored in a O cooler for twelve

20

Mechnnicnlly

deboncd meat was sampled by placing the meat from each

<':tr(':tsH pnrt inn llob~1rt H-<H)O mixer for five minutes nt which time rcprcscn1:tt.ivl' s:imples of S-10 pounds were taken,

bags and

stored in

11 quick

freezer

~l'pnrate

carcass

parts once through a 1/ 2 inch plate and four times through a

1; .,,

nt -29 C.

put in double polyethylene

Hand boned meat was sampled by grinding the

inch plate with hand mixing done between each grinding.

pounds were then taken, put in double polyethylene
fre eze r at -29 C.
cessor,

ground,

Postrigor

Samples of 5-10

bags and placed in a quick

bull and cow round was obtained from a local pro-

sampled and frozen exactly as the hand boned mutton.

Snmples were thawed in a cold room (2 C) as needed for analysis.
cent moisture,

fat, protein and ash were determined

ten en re ass parti:. (4 mechanically

boned mutton,

in triplicate

on each of the

4 hand boned mutton,

boned bull round and 1 hand boned cow round) according

Per-

1 hand

to AOAC methods (1965).

Prot:c.in extraction
Extraction

of the soluble protein

method of Carpenter

from the meat was a modification

and Saffle (1964) in which 42 grams of ground meat were

bl ended with 168 grams of 3 percent

saline solution in a 400 ml metal cup for 1

minute at 14, 000 rpm using a Sorvall omni-mixer.

The slurry

stand for 3 minutes and then blended again for 1 minute,
ice bath.
tainers

The slurry
and centrifuged

of the

was then transferred

was allowed to

while submerged

to 250 ml Beckman centrifuge

at 22, 000 X G for 15 minutes

at O C.

in an
con-

The extract was de-

canted off through glass wool after which the pH was adjusted to pH 6.

The ex-

21
tract was then held in a cold room at 2 C until used for emulsification
mination

(no longer than 6 hours).

was determined

deter-

The mg of soluble protein per ml of extract

by the micro-Kjeldahl

method after which the extractable

tein per gram of meat was determined

and the percent of extractable

pro-

protein was

calculnted .

1,;111u I Hi ficn Uon

Emulsifying
:1

modification

capacity

(ml oil/100 mg protein) was determined

utilizing

of the model system of Swift et al. (1961) which employed a 6-

bladed omni-mixer

assembly

for addition of oil.

Clearance

on the sides and bottom.
combined with

fl

with a custom made pyrex jar with entry tubing
between the blades and jar was less than 0. 5 cm

Twenty-five

(10 mg protein/ml)

were

known volume of Wesson Oil (35-45 ml), and equilibrated

:w c in n water bnt.h. The tempornturo
to ohtnin conststent
between runs.

ml of extract

results,

therefore

The oil and extract

was obsorvcd

to be extremely

at

important

the blades were washed with 20 C water

were placed in an ice bath and immediately

blended at 12, 000 rpm for 20 seconds at which time additional oil was introduced
at the rate of 0. 5 ml/second
the blades.
terminated.
temperatures

through the entry tubing at a point of agitation near

When phase separation
The temperature

occurred,

addition of oil and blending was

and volume of oil added were recorded

were held within .r 2 C of the initial temperature.

and final
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Stut.i::-,ticnl nnalyRts
The mothod of multiple inoan comparison
least sign.ificant difference
standard

analysis

method (LSD) following a significant

of var.lance for the appropriate

method has been compared
Cramer

F ratio in the

source of variation.

with 10 other multiple compar.ison

This

procedures

by

nnd Swanson (1973) and was found to be one of the best methods with re-

iz;ard to two error

probabilities.

chock for sip;nificant difference
part~.

chosen for this study was the

The contrast

method (Ostle,

1963) was used to

between the hand and mechanical

deboned mutton

RESULTS

Hnnd and mechanical

AND DISCUSSION

deboning

In order to get reliable

data on the efficiency of the mechanical

a larger

for use on ovine carcasses,

number of animals would have been required

nnct exceeded the scope of this study.
yields of the hand and mechanical
volume'

of mont required

Table 1 shows data comparing

deboned carcasses.

to efficiently

operate

thut hnd to be made between the various
used to draw doftnit.ivc conclusions
however,

cuts,

concerning

meat obtained when hand and mechanical

the deboner and the adjustments
these percentages
yield.

cuts yielded
honed carcass

tained from the mechanical

deboned parts.

provided data to verify this fact.

parts were compared.

and breast

were 16. 4, 22. 4,

respectively.

Overall,

deboned
the hand

meat while 57. 7 percent meat was obRay McFarland

the meat bone rat.to obtained from a mechanical
depending on the machine adjustment

to note,

in the percent of

weight while the mechanically

10. 1, 22. 5, 16. 8 and 8. 3 percent,
parts yielded 67. l percent

should not be

It is interesting

deboned carcass

Meat yields from the hand boned loin, leg, shoulder,
of the total carcass

the meat

Because of the large

that except for the loin, there was little difference

18. 7 and 9.fi percent

deboner

(1973) indicated

that

deboner could vary drastically

and recent work by Field et al. (1974b) has
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Tnble 1.

Meat yields from various mutton carcass
methods

Carcass

Loin a

Brcn8t

boning

Lean as a percent of total carcass weight
Hand boned
Mechanically boned

part

Should(• r

parts comparing

II

lt

Total

11

Included other cuts as previously

16.4

10. 1

22.4

22.5

18.7

Hi. 8

9.G

8.3

67. l

57.7

defined.

Proxhmi.l analysis

Cnreuss

parts evaluated in this study were hand boned mutton loin

(llBM Lo), hand bon(1d mutton log- (HDMLo), hand boned mutton shoulder

hand boned mutton breast
mechanical

(HBMB), mechanical

deboned mutton breast

Meat from each carcass
sis of the ten carcass
vnriation

deboned mutton ,loin (MDMLo),

deboned mutton leg (MDMLe), mechanical

(MDMS), mechanical

deboned mutton shoulder

(MDMB) and bull and cow round.

cut was analyzed separately.

parts was determined

in the amount of moisture,

(HBMS),

Proximate

and is · shown in Table 2.

Significant

fat and protein but not ash occurred

carcass

parts when a multiple mean comparison

parison

test showed that mechanically

test was used.

analy-

between

A contrast

deboned meat contained significantly

com-

25
TnlJlc 2.

C:1 rc:1:-is

Proximate analysts of var.ious hand and mechanically
cass parts from mutton and beeF' b
Boning
method

part

Moisture

Fat

deboned car-

Protein

Ash

Beef
76. 72a

1. 09h

21. 08a

1. 08a

74.80b

2.64g

21. 42a

1. 07a

H:rnd

70. 64f

9. 36a

18.68cd

1. 02a

Moch.

73.12d

8.0lc

17.52f

1. 31a

Hand

74.33c

5. 34f

19.22b

1. 05a

Mech.

74.63b

5. 20f

18.08e

1. 20a

Hand

73.25d

7.09d

18. 42de

1. lla

Mech.

74.20c

6.33e

17.45f

1. 28a

Hand

71. 22e

8. 71b

19.12bc

Mech.

73.22d

8.47b

17.22f

Bull 11oundb

Cow Round
Mutton
----

Loin

b

b

.h
L om
b

Leg
Leg

b

Shoulder

Shoulcler
Breast
Breast

b
b

b

b

HMeans followed by different
blncluded

(P

letters

other cuts as previously

<.01) more

moisture

The lower protein

are significantly

and ash but less fat and protein

and moisture

ton cuts were in general

agreement

l.15a

(P

<. 01).

defined.

content of the mechanically

to its higher mineral

different

. 993a

content.

than did the hand boned.

deboned meat was undoubtedly
The analysis

with those reported

due

of the hand boned mutby Baliga (1970).
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·-- -·-- ----

The pH during protein extrriction
(I%~)

and Beecher

(1965) indicated

was not adjusted

although Haurowitz

that the pH of a solution

bi!Hy of the various

proteins.

in order

protein extractability

of the various

sausage

The pH dur .ing protein

to evaluate

used in commerc.ial
various

The pH was purposely

affects

production.

left unadjusted

the soluin this work

meats as they might be
extraction

of the

cuts is shown in Table 3.

T:thlo :J.

Avcrngo pH of protein extracts

a b c
' '

=-- -_-_-=._-=..__:=-=-=-=-=======-====================
=============:::::===========
Method of boninJ!,'

<'nrcnHH part
Hand

Mechanical

Beef
Bull round
Cow round

b

b

Mutton
b
Loin
b
Leg

Shoulderb
b
Breast

a Average of three replicates.
b
Included other cuts as previously
0

Means followed by different letters
(P <. 01) irrespective
of column.

. a,b,c
5 8

6.0b,c

5.7a,b
_ b,c
b. 9

6.0b,c

6.0b,c

6. 1c

6. 1°

defined.
are significantly

different
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A comparison
:t lly

test indicated that the protein extracts

rlehoned mutton had a significantly

th e hand boned mutton.
loin, leg, shoulder

higher (P

The pH of the extracts

and breast

from the mechanic-

<.01) pH than

from mechanical

the extracts

from

deboned mutton

was G. O, 6. 0, 6. 1 and 6. 1 while the pH of the ex-

tract from the hand boned mutton was 5. 8, 5. 7, 5. 9 and 6. 0, respectively.
pH of the extracts

from bull and cow round was 5. 5. The hand and mechanical

debon ed meat wa s handled in exactly the same manner
deboning, however,

factors

such as temperature

except for the process

variation

and mineral

or the deboned meat could possibly account for the differences
trend was observed

when the pH of extraction

trn ct, its protein concentration

in pH.

was associated

or the extractability

(1<-i8ml 3 percent

various cuts (Tnblc 4).

<. 01) than

ml of extract

No major

of the protein.

Approxim a tely 142. 5 ml of extract

from the meat

that from any of the mutton carcass
which was significantly

from the HBMLo (107. 0)

was recovered

a volume which was significantly

(P

parts.

< .01) higher

ton but was followed closely by MDMLe with 113. 7 ml.
tracts

content

NaCl solution and 42 gr. of meat) varied between

from the bull and cow meat slurry,
(P

of

with volume of ex-

The volume of protein extract which could be extracted
Rlurry

The

greater

HBMLe yielded 119. 3

than the other cuts of mutThe volumes of the ex-

and MDMLo (107.0ml) were significantly

less

than that obtained from the MDMLe but more than from HBMS yielding 101. 3 ml
(P

< .01).

Meat from the cuts of MOMS and MDMB and HBMB yielded signifi-

cantly less (P

<. 01) extract

with 91. 7, 93. 3 and 91. O ml, respectively.
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T:ibln ·I.

Volum e of protein extract recovered from 168 ml of 3 percent
Rolution blended with 42 grams of meata

Carcass

part

Hand

saline

Method of boning
Mechanical

Beef
Bull round
Cow round

b

142.5a

b

142.5a

Mutton
----

b
Loin
b
Log·

Shoulder
Breast

b

b

aMeans followed by different
irrespective
of column.
blncluded

letters

other cuts as previously

Tho protein

concentration

107d

119. 3b

ll3.7c

101. 3e

91. 7f

91. Of

93. 3f

are significantly

of the extracts

indicated

and contained

from bull round,

significantly

HBMB and MDMB which contained
spectively.

(P

<. 01)

that extract

from cow

per ml which was highly significant

more

(P

over all

HBMLe and MDMLo, MDMLe,

and MDMS had 16. 38, 16. 53, 16. 36 and 16. 34 mg protein
speetively,

different

defined.

round conta.ined 17. 13 mg of protein
other cuts (Table G). The extracts

107d

per ml of extract,

< . 01) protein

re-

than the HBMS,

15. 39, 15. 08 and 14. 98 mg of protein,

re-
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Tnhlu

G.

i'l'oteln

Carcass

concentrntton

(mJ,1,
/ ml) of tho s ntlt sol 11ble oxtruct

fl

Me ,thod of boning
Hand
Mechanical

part

Beef
Bull round
Cow round

b

16. 38b

b

17.43a

Mutton
h
1,oin
h

Lc·g·

Shoulclcrh
H l'<'ast

b

nMcans followed by different
irrespective
of column.

letters

blncluded other cuts as previously

The percent

15.74c

16. 51b

l 6. 53b

Hi. 3 fib

15. 39cd

16. 34b

15.08d

l4.9Hd

are signiUcantl Y different

(P

<. 01)

defined.

of totnl protein that was extractable

with a 3 percent

salt

:-iolution was ca l culated for each cut from the prot ~in ,1011tent of the meat,
volume of the extract

and its protein concentration

Cow and bull round showed a significantly
extractable

protein with 27. 48 and 26. 38 percent,

24. 42, 24. 47 and 24. 01 percent
percent
(P

of extractable

<. 01)

(Trible 6).
high~r (P

<. 01) percent

respectively,

protein of HBMLo and HBMS was significantly

than the foregoing being 21. 47 and 20. 15 percent
le138 (i?

The

lower

extractable.

<. 01)

of

followed by

for the HBMLe, MDM Le and MDMLo.

teins from MDMS and MDMB were significantly

the

extractable

Pro-
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Tnble H.

Percent

Carcass

of extractable

protein

part

from various

Hand

carcass

partsa

Method of bon.ing
Mechanical

Beef
Bull round
Cow round

b

26.38a

b

27.48a

Mutton
Loinb
Leg

b

Shoulder
b
Breast

b

21. 47c

24.0lb

24.42b

24.47b

20.15cd

20.45d

17.08e

19.30d

'I

• Means followed by different letters are significantly
irrespective
of column.
b
.
lncludod othor cuts as previously defined.

than all other cuts (20. 45 and 19. 30 percent)
cantly lower

(P< . 01)

tein being extractable.

in extractability
The extractable

cutter
rigor.

and canner

with only 17. 08 percent
protein

values presented

< .01)

of the total prohere for bull

range of those reported

that the protein

grade cow was 28. 7 percent

(P

except HBMB which was signifi-

and cow meat (26. 38, 27. 48) are in the general
Acton and Saffle (1969), who reported

different

by

from the shoulders

extractable

if it was frozen,

of
post-
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It is i.m po rtant to know the percent

the ~ivailability of the meat proteins
sausage

protein as it indicates

to form and stabilize

an emulsion

type

product.

Det e rmination
of snit-soluble

or emulsifying capac.ity
proteins

l•:rnulHifylng; cnpnc.ity
rnnul: -dlfod

(:EC) hns boon prcviouAly do fined as the m I of oil

1wr 100 mg· of protein.

level were observed
7).

of extractable

~ignificant

differences

in the EC values of the proteins

The MDMB showed a significantly

higher (P

in the various

< . 01) EC

the other cuts followed closely by HBMB with 22. 92.
values of 22. 50 and 23. 31 respectively,

at the one percent

(23. 18) than any of

HBMS and MDMS had EC

which were significantly

than the HBMB but higher than the IIBMLe.

cuts (Table

lower

(P<. 01)

MDMLe and HBMLo and MDMLo

hnvin~ values of 21. 45, 21. '12, 21. 55, and 21. 45, respectively.
cow rounds wore lowost of those tested (P <.OJ)

The bull and

with EC values of 17. 70 and

17.HO, respectively.

Emulsifying
determined

capacity values of the bull and cow round (17. 70 and 17. 60)

in this work were lower than the (22. 6) previously

same cuts by Acton and Saffle (1969).
different

emulsification

this reason

However,

values when different

two cuts of beef were evaluated

a comparison.

An emulsification

reported

for the

it is not uncommon to obtain

model systems

are used.

For

along with the eight mutton cuts as

study of the various

was conducted by Baliga and Madaiah (1970), however,

carcass

parts of sheep

the EC values he re-
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Tuhlu 7.

Emulsifying
µartsa, b

Carcass

capacity of salt soluble proteins

part

Hand

from various

carcass

Method of boning
Mechanical

ncef
Bull round
Cow round

c

17.70e

(;

17.60e

Mutton
c
Loin
c
Leg
Shoulder
Breast

c

c

21. 55d

21. 45d

21. 45d

21. 42d

22.50c

22.31c

22.92b

23.18a

a

Means followed by different letters are significantly
irrespective
of column.
O
ml of oil emuls.ified per 100 Mg of protein.
c
Includ ed other cuts as previously defined.

ported cannot be compared
ferent procedures

percent protein,

sausage

< . 01)

of the dif-

to observe

from the results

of this study that generally,

cuts with the most total protein and the highest extractability

the lowest EC values.

true over-all

in this study because

(P

used.

It is interesting

the carcass

to those reported

different

ex tractability,

picture

products.

It is obvious then that ranking of the different
or the emulsifying

of the efficiency

capacity,

had

cuts by

does not give a

of the meats for use in emulsified
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Ude rm.ination of cxtractablo£mul sifying cnpncity

Saffle (19<i8) pointed out that two factors must be considered
the nbiltty of

meat source to emulsify fat:

A

to determine

1) the amount soluble protein avail-

able in the nwnt, and 2) the efficiency of the protein to emulsify fat.
workers

have reported

have reported
workers

values for the percent of extractable

the emulsifying

Several

protein while others

capacity of various protein solutions.

have reported both values for a particular

Very few

meat and no one has com-

bined the two values to give a meaningful emulsification

value for the extractable

protein of a meat.
To properly
cutH,

11

describe

the two parameters

valuo hns been calculated

of the proteins in the various

which takes into account the protein content of

the nwnt, the :imount of extractab le protein and the EC of the soluble proteins.
This value extractable-emulsifying

capacity (EEC) is the ml of oil emulsified

gram of total protein in the original meat sample and is considered
accurate

estimation

of the real emulsifying

takes into account the extractability
capacity.

It is calculated

since it

as well as their emulsifying

by the formula:

EEC -:--:
(mg extractable prate.in)
(mg total protein)
For example,

to be a more

ability of the meat source,

of the proteins

per

(ml oil emulsified)
(1000 mg/gm)
(100 mg ext. prot. )

when -bull or cow round and hand-boned mutton loin were compared,

the hand-boned loin had a significantly
Tho EEC values,

however,

higher (P

were not significantly

< . 01) emulsifying
different.

capacity.

This was due to the
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differences

in extractability

example illustrates

of the protein from the two sources.

the worth of the EEC value since it more nearly approxi-

mates the real worth of the carcass
to the formation of an emulsion.
in Titblo

H.

This

part with regard to its actual contribution

The EEC values for the ten cuts are shown

TTBMLc, MDMLe and MDMLo had EEC values of 52. 38, 52. 42 and

SI. 50 reRpectively,

which were significantly

< .01) than

higher (P

round and HBMLo, which followed with 46. 69, 48. 37 and 46. 26.

bull and cow

The EEC of

bull round, HBMLo, HBMS, MOMS and MDMB had values of 46. 69, 46. 26,
45. 35, 45. 63 and 44. 73 respectively

and were significantly

higher (P

than the HBMB which had a value of 39. 12.

The analysis

according

as oil emulsifiers.

to the value which they possessed

work indicate that evaluating meats for use in emulsified
should be based on more than one criteria.
protein cxtractability
the importance

mercial

Meats vary in protein content and

of EEC values should be of considerable

binations of raw ingredients

Data from this

sausage products

as well as their efficiency as emulsifier.

sausage formulation

EEC values.

ranked the ten parts

of including all factors in evaluating a particular

Determination

< . 01)

since under controlled
could be predicted

conditions,

This .illustrates
meat source.
interest

in com-

reasonable

com-

from simple protein analysis and

When EEC values of sausage ingredients

have been determined

and tabulated and emulsion type sausage products have been experimentally
made and tested to determine
stable product,
formulations

the required

a sausage manufacturer

rapidly to meet the required

EEC units necessary

to produce a

would be able to objectively
EEC value.

change
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Table 8.
Carcass

Extractable

emulsifying

capacity

of various

carcass

parts a' b

Method of boning
Hand
Mechanical

part

c

Bull round
Cow round

46.69bc

c

48.37b

Mutton
c
Loin
c
Leg
Shoulder
c
Breast

c

nMoans followed by different
f rrespoctlvo
of column.

letters

46.26bc

51. 50a

52.38a

52.42a

45. 35c

53. 63c

39. 12d

44.73c

are significantly

h ml of oil omu1H1fi(~d por grnm of total protein
{'

' Included other cuts as previously

Grams of protein
from the protein
multiplying

analysis

the number

table for the particular
be obtained.

available

After determining

new formulation,

.ingredients

from each ingredient

could be calculated
ingredients

used.

By

times the EEC value in the proposed

the total EEC units for that ingredient

the total EEC units for each ingredient

one could then calculate

Dividing the total extractable

< . 01)

defined.

of protein

ingredients,

(P

in tho moat.

and the weight of the various
of grams

different

emulsifying

could

in the

the total EEC units for the formulation.
capacity

units by the total weight of the

would give the EEC units per unit weight.

Then by referring

to the
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proposed tnblc, one could compare the EEC units of the new formulation
number required to produce a stable product as previously
rncntnlly.

determined

Thus use of EEC values could provide a time-saving

tive method for use in formulation

of stable sausage emulsions.

with the
experi-

and more objec-
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PART II
A STUDY TO EVALUATE MUTTON AS ·AN
INGREDIENT

IN SALAMI

38

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Per capita consumption of red meat in the United States in 1966 was 170
pounds of which Jess than 2. 4 percent was lamb and O. 2 percent mutton (USDA,
I !Hi7).

Dntchor et al. (19G9) c.ited the characteristic

flavor of some lamb, year-

ling- mutton und mutton as n rouson for low consumption
mnl:-..

Bccnusc the distinction

between characteristic

lamb and mutton meat have not been defined,
in their concept of what constitutes
evaluation,

Threshold

varies widely among people.

flavors and aromas of

they indicated that people differ
In the.ir work with sensory

mutton flavor.

they showed that the ability to distinguish

widely among people.

of meat from ovine ani-

lamb and mutton varies

tests using ground lamb and mutton flavor

Tests using ground lamb meat showed that 3 out

of 14 people tested were able to detect mutton flavor in patties containing 15
percent mutton.

Seven were able to detect the flavor at the lG-35 percent level

and the 4 others needed a mutton level greater

than 35 percent in order to de-

tect a mutton flavor.
Wasserman

et al. (1968) using a ta ste panel to evaluate roast beef, pork

and lamb, indicated that only about one third of the panel could identify the three
meats correctly
fied significantly
roasts

by memory of their flavors alone.

less often when lean ground roasts were used than when ground

containing fat were used.

their experience

Beef and lamb were identi-

They also thought that women by virtue of

and training in food preparation

might serve better in meat
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identification

their results

tests than men, however,

showed no differences

be-

twcon the sexes.
Hornstein
have essentially
due to the fat.

and Crow (l960) stated that lean meats of the various species
the same basic aroma and that the species

specific aroma was

Hornstein and Crow (1963), while evaluating lamb, indicated

that the lean muscle tissue had a basic meaty flavor similar
:ind pork.

to that of lean beef

They pointed out, as in beef and pork, that the flavor precursors

lean lnmb were extractable

with cold water.

Heated lamb patties prepared

watc r extracted

ground lean lamb were tasteless,

cxtrac..:tcd meat,

reconstituted

with no area of agreement

while patties prepared

with the extract were characterized

in
from

from

as meaty but

as to the kind of meat.

Hofstrand and Jacobson

(1960), Jacobson and Koehler (1963), and Horn-

stein and Crow (1963) all indicated that a major portion of the characteristic
"muttony flavor" or aroma obtained from heating ovine meat was contributed by
carbonyl compounds located in the fat.
flavor compounds or their precursors

Hornstein

further pointed out that these

are apparently

present

amounts in the fat and that heating the bulk of triglycerides
these trace compounds did not generate

the characteristic

in only trace

after removal of
lamb aroma.

Wasser-

man et al. (1968) using a taste panel showed that the addition of beef fat to ground
veal did not increase

recognition

to veal showed an increasing
fat showed a significant

of veal as beef, however,

identification

increase

addition of pork fat

of veal as pork and addition of lamb

on the identification

of veal as lamb.
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Contrndictory

reports

:igu and sex on ov.tne meat.
reported

less desirable

Other invest.igators
(Batcher et al.,

can be found in the literature

Weber and Loeffel (1932) and Paul et al. (1964)

flabors of lean and fat with increased

reported

1962).

(Weller et al.,

increased

et al. (1962) indicated that vari-

from individual animals were greater

fatness with increased

I 93G; Cline and Eckblad,
:,,hown the reverse

age of the animal.

1962) or no association

in meat from animals varying widely in age.

associated

:il.,

the reverse

Work done by Jacobsen

ation in flavor among muscles
d.ifferences

as to the affects of

1937; Jones,

or no association

Some investigators

flavor intensity

1952), however,

than flavor

(Barbella et al. ,

more recent work has

(Hofstrand and Jacobson,

1960; Batcher et

1 !Hi9).

Snu~nKc productR have been formulated
yielded a final product of acceptable

quality and competitive

of beef and pork used were generally
however,

from raw ingredients

determined

by the relative

mutton has been limited in use in comminuted

teristic

taste it imparts

Batcher

et al. (1969) stated that flavor is frequently

important

palatability

to the finished products

characteristic

::11. (1968) pointed out that texture,

the identification
Carpenter
their meat sources
sausage ingredient,

price.

The amounts

price of each,

products by the charac-

(Carpenter

et al. , 1966).

considered

of cooked lamb, however,
color,

which

to be the most
Wasserman

et

and mouth feel are also .important in

of meat.
et al. (1966) made frankfurters

using mutton as one of

and concluded that mutton could be used successfully
however,

they found that the presence

as a

of a large amount of
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mutton fat was undesirable.

Baliga and Madaiah (1970) and Baliga et al. (1971)

hnvo worked with mutton product formulation

in India.

They indicated that

mutton is an excellent meat source in that country as it is free from sentimental and religious

taboos which preclude beef and pork consumption.

Because of

the low protein intake of people on a h.igh cereal diet, they have developed a product in which the prate.in is contributed
combination of vegetables,

dried bread,

sausage of good texture and firmness
mutton.

by the meat and extended by using a
salt and spices.

They reported

that a

could be made which contained 43 percent

They failed to mention anything about flavor or aroma.
Recent communication

with Dan Goman (1973) of Griffith Laboratories

indicated that an excellent salami has been developed in New Zealand using mutton as the meat source and pork or beef suet as the fat base in the product.
Griffiths cooked salami spices were used with added lemon extract to mask
mutton flavor.
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PROCEDURE

Acceptability
ments.

Experiment

acceptable

of mutton for use in salami was tested in three experi1 was designed to determine

in a salami product.

Experiment

the percent of mutton fat

2 was designed to determine

the

level of total mutton which could be used when mutton fat and total fat were held
constant.

Experiment

3 was designed to compare the acceptability

salami products from experiment

most

ideal

2 with a standard beef and pork salami.

Source of ingredients
Fresh boneless
a local meat packer.
meat laboratory

lean and fat trim from beef and pork were obtained from
Fresh mutton fat was obtained from carcasses

at the time of sausage formulation.

at the USU

Lean mutton for experi-

ments 1 and 2 was from the leg of the animals used in the emulsification
which had been hand boned, ground and frozen.
obtained from a fresh carcass

to eliminate

Mutton for experiment

study
3 was

possible effects due to freezing,

thawing and storage of the meat.
Rapid fat determination
Babcock method as described

was made on all ingredients
by Kramlich

tent of the mutton lean used in Experiments
was used.

Lean fat ratios were calculated

proper fat levels in the salami formulation.

by a modified

et al. (1973) except for the fat conland 2 in which case AOAC (1965)
by use of Pearson's

square to assure
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Preparation

of salami

Mutton lean for experiments
a 40 F cooler.

1 and 2 was allowed to thaw for 24 hours in

Drip was incorporated

back into the meat.

For experiments

1

and 2, pork, beef and mutton lean were all ground through a 1/ 4 inch plate.
All lean meat in experiment
Fat of the various

3, however,

was ground through a 1/ 2 inch plate.

species was ground through a 1/8 inch plate and stored in a

40 F cooler until ready to be added.
Ice water and the seasonings

(except for the soy protein concentrate

(GL-301) were thoroughly mixed in a Hobart H-600 model mixer.

Lean and fat

were then added and mixed for 1 minute followed by the addition of the protein
concentrate,
four-inch

GL-301.
diameter

After mixing for 1 minute,

the salami was stuffed into

fibrous casings and placed in a 40 F cooler for 12-15 hours

for curing.

Spices and casings
Spices for the three experiments
ies.

were furnished

Upon the advice of Dan Goman (1973) lemon extract

lations of those products which contained mutton.
per 100 pounds of meat,
ever,

by Griffiths

was added to the formu-

Used at the rate of 4 ounces

the lemon flavor was undetectable

in the product,

it was expected to mask mutton flavor or aroma at that level.

ducts were spiced exactly the same,

Laborator-

except for lemon extract.

how-

All pro-

The four-inch
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diameter

red, fibrous,

easy-peel

casings

used were supplied by the Union

C:1rbid<' Company.
SpiccR for a G pound batch of salami were as follows:

Amount

Ingredient
Salt
Soy Protein Concentrate
Seasoning 685
Regal Salami Seasoning
Prague Powder
Garl.ic Powder
* Lemon Extract

68 gm
79 gm
56. 7 gm
26. 7 gm
5.7 gm
4.3 gm
5.7 gm

GL-301

*Only used in those products
containing mutton.

Smoking and cooking

The salami was tempered

at 130 F in a smokehouse

without smoke and

with an open damper for 1/2 hour to allow the surface

of the product to dry.

The damper was then closed and smoke was applied.

After two and one-half

hours at 130 F the temperature
lowed by an increase
ternal

temperature

was raised to 150 F and held for two hours fol-

to 180 F, the temperature
of the salami

reached

was then removed from the smokehouse
minutes
weighing.

at which it was held until the in-

155 F (approximately
and showered

eight hours).

with cold water for 15

after which it was placed in a 40 F cooler for 12 hours precceding

It
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Product formulation

Experiment

1 - acceptable

mutton fat level.

fat was used as the lean meat source.

Mutton containing 5 percent

The total fat content was set at 20 percent

which was obtained by using mutton, beef or pork fat.
2 - acceptable

Experiment
level as determined

levels of mutton lean.

in experiment

land setting total fat at 20 percent,

and mutton lean were varied to determine
lean could be used in a salami product.
of 15-40-60-85
spectively.
formulate

an acceptable

beef, pork

level at which mutton

The lean of the products was composed

percent mutton and 85-60-40-15

A lean-mix,

Using the mutton fat

percent beef or pork lean re-

fat-mix and fat from each species was necessary

to

the different combinations.

Experiment

3 - effect of species variation

Three salami formulations
in experiments

containing acceptable

of final product acceptability.
levels of mutton (as determined

1 and 2) were compared to a salami formulation

percent beef and 40 percent pork.

composed of 60

Spices were exactly the same except that the

lemon extract was omitted from the salami containing no mutton.

Selection and training of taste panel
Twenty-five

prospective

ity to detect "mutton flavor."
presented

to prospective

"mutton flavor."

panelists

were screened

to determine

Mutton salami with reported

panelists

in a triangle

After 12 replications,

their abil-

"mutton flavor" was

test along with salami without

twenty panelists

were chosen who could

4G
detect the difference

between sample1,.

the t.r1anglo test cHtnblishod

(Amerine et al.,

A chi-square

analysis

of the results

the reli11billty or the pnnel at the (P<

ameter

Samples were prepared

Slices were quartered

piece of each of the product to be examined was arranged
were served cold (temperature

Trays were presented
qualities

of navor,

arranged

using several

lights for panelists
an overall

score.

adding the scores

motsture,

sensory eval-

by slicing each of the four- .inch di-

salami to be tested into 1/8 inch slices.

All samples

. OG) level

1965).

Panel evaluation was conducted at the Utah State University
uation facilities.

of

to the panelists

and a

randomly on a tray.

less than 50 F).
under red lights where the

and texture were evaluated.

Another tray was

whole slices of each salami and set under flouresccnt

to evaluate appearance,
A calculated

overall

after which they gave the product

score for each product was obtained by

under each of the four headings,

flavor,

moisture,

texture,

and appearance.
An evaluation sheet was used to rate the products which provided a
five-pointed

scale under each of the five headings.

given under each of the headings so panelists
product.
l and 2.

Descriptive

terms were

could indicate their opinion of the

A sample evaluation and score sheet is shown in the appendix,

Figures
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Statistical

analysis

Experiments
periment

were designed and set up according

1 was a 2 x 3 factorial

design with two sources

at three levels (15-10-5 percent).
with two sources
Experiment
products

variance
or P

Experiment

for the different parameters

of variance

of each experiment

was computed.

Significant difference

shown the LSD test to be appropriate

< .05).

design
percent).

given the four

were made and analysis
between treatments

means was done by utilizing the Least Significant

because of its ease of application.

(P

of the scores

detected by applying the F test (Snedecor et al.,

(LSD) method aH outlined by Steel and Torrie

nificant

2 was a 2 x 4 factorial

of interest.

Three replications

ing of treatment

Ex-

of fat (pork and beef)

of lean (pork and beef) at four levels (85-60-40-15

3 was a basic analysis

<. 01) was

to Ostle (1963).

(1960).

Work by Cramer
if the analysis

(P

of

< . 05

1959) and rankDifference

The LSD test waH chosen
and Swanson (1973) has
of var.iance F value is sig-
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiment 1 - Determination of acceptable mutton fat lev el in a salami product

The six products
G, 10 and 15 percent
fat respectively

in experiment

1 were formulated

to contain levels of

mutton fat and levels of 15, 10 and 5 percent

while the total fat of the product was approximately

Fat conte nt of the products

as determined

pork or beef
20 percent.

by the modified Babcock method are

shown in Table 9.

Table 9.

Product

Percent

no.

fat in salami

as determined

by modified Babcock methoda

Formulated percent fat contributed by each species
Mutton

Pork

Beef

Percent fat in
final product

l

5

15

20.21

2

10

10

19.51

3

15

5

19. 53

4

5

15

21. 11

5

10

10

21. 48

6

15

5

19.95

aFormulated

as the percent

of the final product.
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The finished
21. 11 percent,

produets

however,

varied in their actual fat content from 18, 95 to

the deviation from the formulated

than 1. 5 percent which was approximately

the error

20 percent was less

reported

for the method of

determination.
Taste panel analysis
difference

in the panel results

of the six products
was observed

experiment

for any of the factors

parameters

of interest,

and calculated

overall

i.e.,

evaluated.

flavor,

between the three replications
Differences

moisture,

(sum of the scores

source of added fat was investigated,

was conducted and no significant

texture,

of individual

of the

were found in the six
appearance,

parameters),

and panel mean scores

overall
when the

are shown in

Table 10.

Table 10.

Taste panel mean scores indicating the affect of using pork or beef
fat in combination with mutton in salamia
Panel mean score

Quality parameter

Pork fat

Beef fat

Flavor

3.60a

3.08b

Moisture

3.73a

3.30b

Texture

3.58a

3.00b

Appearance

3.56a

3. 03b

Overall

3.6la

3. 08b

Calculated

overall

12.43b

14.49a

aMeans on the same line followed by different
different (P < . 01).

letters

are significantly
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Panel scores

for t1avor, moisture,

texture,

appearance

and overall

were 3. 60, 3. 73, 3. 58, 3. 56 and 3. 61 for addition of pork fat which were highly significant

over the scores

received

for the addition of beef fat (3. 08, 3. 30,

3. 00, 3. 03 and 3, 08) respectively.

The calculated

overall

score rated the pork fat an average

of 2. 06 points

higher than the beef fat which was shown to be highly significant.
cated that the panel preferred
fat levels.
reasons

Comments

(P

~

Results indi-

. 01) the pork fat over the respective

and descriptive

terms

beef

used by the panel indicated

several

for rating the use of pork fat over the use of beef fat in combination

with mutton.

The fat particles

in the products

were more obvious than that of the corresponding
Also the texture was reported

15 percent

containing
products

grainy in the products

beef fat

containing pork fat.

containing high levels of

fat.
The effect of increasing
(Table 11).

Panel scores

appeH ranee,

overall

the level of mutton fat was also detectable

for the parameters

score and the calculated

higher (P < . 01) for the products
ton fat than for the products

ly significant
fat.

moisture,

the 15 percent

containing

level.

5 and 10 percent

of 3. 69 and 3, 63 for the moisture

Flavor scores

15 percent

mutton fat levels received

parameter

levels of mut-

mutton

mean scores

which were highly significant

over the 3. 24 mean score given to the product containing

of

mutton fat were high-

over the 3. 09 score for the product containing

Salami with the 5 and 10 percent

texture,

overall score were significantly

containing the 5 and 10 percent

containing

3. 46 and 3. 47 for the products

of flavor,

15 percent

mutton
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Table 11.

Taste panel mean scores indicating the affect of increased
of mutton fat on ratings of salami a, b

Formulated
5%

Quality parameter

levels

Panel mean scores
percentage of mutton fat in product
10%
15%

Flavor

3.46a

3.47a

3.09b

Moisture

3.69a

3. 63a

3.24b

Texture

3. 60a

3.45a

2.84b

Appearance

3.49a

3.44a

2.97b

Overall

3.56a

3.47a

3.00b

14.25a

14.00a

12. 15b

Calculated

overall

aMeans on the same line followed by different
different (P
01)

<.

bProducts
mentary

fat by the panel.

letters

are significantly

were formulated to contain 20 percent total fat. The complifat portion was composed of either beef or pork fat.

Differences

between the texture

of the three products was even

more obvious with the salami containing the 5 and 10 percent mutton fat levels
receiving

mean panel scores

of 3. 60 and 3. 45 while the salami with the 15 per-

cent mutton fat level received
The appearance
was similar

a significantly

of the products

with panel scores

containing

lower score

(P

< . 01) of 2. 84.

the 5 and 10 percent

of 3. 49 and 3. 44 respectively,

mutton fat levels
however,

the

salami with the 15 percent mutton fat level was less appealing and received
significantly

lower score (P

rated the salami products

< . 01) of only

2. 97.

On the overall

containing the 5 and 10 percent

a

score the panel

levels of mutton fat

52

the highest with scores
k1ining the 15 percent

ly lower (P<
The calculated
as the products

of 3. 56 and 3.17 respectively,

level of mutton fat rated only 3. 00 which was significant-

. 01) in overall

overall

while the product con-

acceptability

when the three salami were compared.

score showed the greatest

difference

in panel preference

containing the 5 and 10 percent mutton fat levels received

and 14. 00 respectively
rated significantly

14, 25

while the salami with the 15 percent mutton fat level

lower (P

< . 01)

with 12. 15.

Although the salami product containing the lowest level of mutton fat (5
percent) was preferred
the parameters
10 percent

over the higher levels (10 and 15 percent)

investigated,

the difference

for most of

between the products having the 5 and

levels of mutton fat were not significant.

The acceptability

of the pro-

ducts containing the 10 percent level of mutton fat agrees with the work by Carpenter and Saffle (1966) where they indicated
be used in frankfurters

if it did not exceed the 10 percent

purpose of the work was to determine
would be acceptable
selected

Experiment 2 - Determination
able levels of mutton lean

level.

Because the

the maximum level at which mutton fat

in a salami product,

for use in the experiments

Ra.w materials

that mutton and mutton fat could

the 10 percent mutton fat level was

that followed.

of accept-

for eight products were formulated

to provide 20 percent

total fat, half from mutton (10 percent) and half from beef or pork (10 percent)
depending on which source of lean was used.

The meat of the products was
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composed

of 15, 40, 60, and 85 percent mutton and 85, 60, 40, and 15 percent

beef or pork respectively.

Fat content of the final products

the modified Babcock method and the products

was determined

by

varied from 18. 66 to 21. 05 per-

cent fnt (Table 12).

Table 12.

Percent

fat in salami as determined

by modified Babcock method

Formulated percent of the total lean
meat contributed by each species

Product no.

Mutton

Pork

Percent fat in
final product

Beef

l

15

85

20.01

2

40

60

21. 05

~

60

40

19. 48

,1

85

15

19.26

5

15

85

20.00

6

40

60

19.83

7

60

40

20. 56

8

85

15

18.66

Results of taste panel analysis
significant

difference

evaluated

(flavor,

Statistical

analysis

of the eight salami products

between the three replications

moisture,

texture,

appearance,

of the panel scores

of meat (pork of beef) in combination
flavor and appearance

parameters,

indicating

showed no

on any of the six parameters
overall or calculated

the preference

of the source

with mutton showed no significance
however,

significance

overall).

for the

was shown for the
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pnrnmetcrA

of moi:-;turc,

texture and the calculated

overall

score as is shown

in Table• 1:3.

Table 13.

Taste panel mean scores indicating the affect of using pork or beef
in combination with mutton in salamia
Panel mean score

Quality parameter

Pork

Beef

Flavor

3.52a

3.46a

Moisture

3.79a

3.54b

Texture

3. 60a

3.26b

Appearance

3.40a

3.46a

Overall

3.50a

3.39a

14.32a

13.72b

Calculated

overall

aMeans on the same line followed by different
different (P
01).

<.

Average panel scores

letters

of the eight salami products

are significantly

gave the combina-

tion of mutton and pork a flavor score of 3. 52 while mutton in combination
beef received

a score of 3. 46 which was not significant.

of the eight products

for moisture

mutton and pork comhination
beef combination
indicated

received

received

preference

Taste panel ratings

different

(P

< . 01) as

the

a mean score of 3. 79 while the mutton-

a score of 3. 54.

a highly significant

over mutton and beef.

were significantly

with

Taste panel scores

on texture

for salami containing mutton and pork

Mean score values were 3. 60 for the mutton-pork
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combination

and 3. 26 for the mutton-beef

chn ractcristic

appearance

combination.

of the salami products

ence between the mutton-pork

combinations

seorN, of 3. 40 and 3. 4fi respectively.
tho panel inctic::itod n significant

(P

Panel scores

showed no significant

and the mutton-beef

The overall

products

products

combination

having

for the products contnining

mutton and pork (3. 50) over those made up of mutton and beef (3. 39).

the mutton-pork

differ-

score given the salami by

< . 05) preference

culated overall score of the salami products

for the

differed significantly

(P

Th e cal-

<. 01)

with

a score of 14. 32 while the mutton-beef

receiving

rated 13. 72.
Results indicated that the panel preferred

the salami products

of mutton and por, over those composed of the mutton and beef.

made up

This preference

could hav e been cm1scd by either the beef lean in combinnUon with th e mutton or
by th e presenc e of the beef fat which was shown in experiment

1 to adversely

affect the panel rating of product.
It was of interest

of the salami comparing
overall

beef versus

beef, overall

pork recorded
significance

making the evaluation

pork blending with mutton,

score showed that ten preferred

since those preferring
ferring

to note that of the twenty panelists

beef and ten preferred
larger

numerical

pork.

difference

favoring pork result ed.

the use of pork over beef may not be as important

the calculated
However,

than those pre-

This indicates

as the statistical

that

analysis

in-

dicates.
Analysis

of taste panel scores

indicated

in the salami also influenced the panel's

that the amount of mutton lean

rating of the products.

The affect of

SG
the increased

levels of mutton lean on the taste panel ratings are shown in Table

14.

Table 14.

Taste panel mean scores indicating the affect of increased
mutton lean on salami acceptabilitya, b

levels of

Qualtiy
parameters

Mutton lean as a Qercent of total lean in the Qroduct
85
GO
40
15

Flavor

3 ..,50a

3.55a

3.42a

3.46a

Moisture

3.87a

3.65b

3.Slc

3.62bc

Texture

3.68a

3.49b

3.0lc

3.53ab

Appearance

3.65a

3.51ab

3.2lc

3.34bc

Overall

3.66a

3.53b

3. 19c

3.40b

14.2lb

13. 17c

13. 96b

Calculated

overall

14. 71a

aMeans on the same line with different
cantly different (P < . 01).

letters

following them are signifi-

bFinal products formulated to contain 20 percent total fat half of which
was mutton and the remainder pork or beef fat.

The characteristic

flavor of the salami products

levels of mutton lean did not differ significantly.
plain why no significant
based products

difference

No reason can be given to ex-

in flavor was found between the mutton-pork

composed of mutton and beef.

the work by Hornstein

having the four different

This data however,

and Crow (1960) and Hornstein

cated that the lean meats of the various

species

could reinforce

and Crow (1963) who irtdi-

have the same basic meaty flavor
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and aroma and that species

specific flavor and aroma is obtained from the fat.

Because

each of these products

perhaps

this could help explain the similarity

10 percent

contained approximately

mutton fat,

of the product as far as flavor was

concC'rncd.
Panel scores
different

indicating moisture

with the salami products

of 3. 87 which was significantly
products

containing

preference

containing

were sign.ificantly

85 percent

higher than the scores

60 and 15 percent

ing 40 percent mutton received

mutton receiving

< . 01)
a score

of 3. 65 and 3. 62 given the

mutton respectively.

a moisture

(P

The product contain-

score of 3. 51 which was significantly

lower (P <::;• 01) than the other products.
The texture of the products
wnR

shown to be significantly

15 percent

different.

however,

mutton which had a panel score of 3. 49.
lower (P

The appearance

spectively,

however,

better

the appearance

< . 01).

The products

< . 01) with

panel scores

The product containing 40 percent

15

re-

rating of 3. 01.

The salami containing
appearance

containing 85 and

from the product containing 60 percent

containing

the different

levels of mutton

85 and 60 percent

with mean scores

mutton

of 3. 65 and 3. 51 re-

score of the salami containing 15 percent

mutton (3. 34) did not differ significantly
mutton (3. 51) (P

higher (P

texture

of the products

lean varied significantly.
showed significantly

< . 01)

levels of mutton lean

the texture of the salami containing

mutton did not differ significantly

ceived a significantly

the different

The salami products

mutton were rated significantly

of 3. 68 and 3. 53 respectively,
percent

containing

with the product containing 60 percent
containing

15 and 40 percent

mutton
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ranked lowest.
appearance

The 40 percent

ratings

than the 60 and 85 percent

from the product containing
Overall
(P

< . 01) with

the product containing 85 percent

A significantly

which contained 40 percent
The calculated

was significantly

containing

The products

difference

a score of

of 3. 53 and 3. 40 given by

60 and 15 percent mutton respectively

mutton.
score rated the four levels of mutton lean in the
score.

The salami containing 85 percent mutton

above all other products,

containing

of 14. 21 and 13. 96, respectively.
13. 17 was calculated

significant

lower (P < . 01) panel score was given to the product

overall

preferred

< . 01) in

but did not differ

mutton receiving

higher than the scores

same order as did the overall

14. 71.

mutton products

product rating given by the panel indicated

the panel to the products

< . 01).

lower (P

15 percent mutton.

3. 66 which was significantly

(P

product was significantly

having a mean rating of

60 and 15 percent mutton followed with scores
A significantly

lower (P

for the salami containing 40 percent

<. 01) score

of

mutton.

The panel tended to rate the salami containing 85 and 60 percent mutton
highest followed closely by the salami containing mutton at the 15 percent
The lowest rating salami product was that containing 40 percent

level.

mutton and no

reason can be given to explain why this was so as fat levels and percent mutton
fat remained

constant.

The results
sented by Carpenter
frankfurters

of this experiment

are in disagreement

with the data pre-

et al. (1966) where he stated that mutton could be used in

if the level did not exceed 10 percent.

Their work however differed
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from this work in that as he increased

nortionntely

inercased

the level of mutton lean, he also pro-

the level of mutton fnt whereas

in this work the level of

mutton fat was held as a constant percent of the products.
that the higher level of mutton fat is the objectionable
processed

products.

However,

since entirely

mulations

of salami and frankfurters,

factor in using mutton in

different

difference

This could indicate

spicing is used in for-

in the ability to detect mutton

fat levels could be expected.

Experiment 3 - Effect of species
on final product acceptability
Three salami formulations
on the results
entirely

of experiment

of beef and pork.

ton was approximately
was formulated

variation

containing acceptable

2 were compared

levels of mutton,

to a salami

formulation

The percent mutton fat in the products

based

composed

containing mut-

10 percent and the total fat content of the four products

for 20 percent.

Moisture

and fat analysis

of the four products

(AOAC, 1965) is shown in Table 15.
Product 3 contained the least fat with 18. 62 percent
product 2 having 19. 17 percent.

Product

followed closely by

1 had a total fat content of 20. 25 percent

while product 4 had the highest fat content with 21. 14 percent.

Although the fat

content of the products varied some 2. 5 percent,

this was as close to the formu-

lated 20 percent as could be expected.

content of the four salami pro-

ducts ranged from 58. 45 percent

Moisture

for product 4 to 62. 11 percent

for product 2.

60
Tahlc 1 t G. MoiHtu n• 1ind fllt nnnlyHiR of four Rnlami products

hy AOAC

(1 DfiG)

Formulated
Percent of total meat
from each s,eecies
Mutton
Pork
Beef

Product
no.

determined

a8

40

1

Actual

60

Percent
fat

Percent
moisture

20.25

59.95

2

85

15

19.17

62. 11

3

60

40

18.62

61. 49

4

85

21. 14

58.45

15

1 and 3 had intermediate

Products

.

values of 59. 95 and 61. 49 respec-

moisture

tively.
Results of taste panel analysis
Table 16.

Statistical

analysis

ence between the replication

of the four salami products

of the panel results
of the experiment

ined except for the calculated

overall

are shown in

showed no significant

for any of the parameters

score where significance

(P

differexam-

< . 05) was

detected.
Panel scores
calculated

for flavor,

overall scores

ance and the calculated

for the appearance

with scores

texture,

for the different

products

appearance,

different

(P

< . 05) between

of salami products

of 4. 01 and 3. 90 respectively.

overall and

were analyzed.

overall values were the only parameters

shown to be significantly
scores

moisture,

The appear-

which were

the products.

Taste panel

2 and 4 were significantly
The appearance

scores

higher

for product

61
Table 16.

Formulation
tionsa

of four salami

Item

Product

products

and associated

Product
2

1

panel evalua-

number
3

4

Formulation

Lean portion

(p'ercent)

Mutton
Pork

40

Beef

60

_!'roduct Evaluation

85

60

15

40

85

15

{Taste Panel}

Quality parameters
a

3.56a

3. 66a

3.45

Moisture

3. 71a

3.88a

3.75a

3.78a

Texture

3.70a

3.73a

3.75a

3.6la

Appearance

3. 63b, c

4.0la

3.47c

3.90a,b

Overall

3.65

3.75a

3.66a

3.55a

l5.30a

14.48b

14.85b

Calculated

overall

14.62b

a

aMeans on the same line followed by different
05).
different (P

<.

4 (3. 90) and product

letters

1 (3. 63) did not differ significantly

of product 3 which had a score of 3. 47.
most obvious difference

fat.

a

Flavor

in the appearance

of the products

are significantly

but were better

From the comments

3. 61

than that

of the panel,

the

was that caused by the

62
The cnlculated

overall

score

of product

hig'hcr than that of the other three products.
the salami

products

four salami

products

ture were concerned.
sausage

ingredient,

(P

overall

scores

for

< . 05).

of this work indicate

that except for the appearance,

were almost identical

as far as flavor,

moisture

Obviously,

mutton lean can be successfully

concentration

of mutton fat being the limiting

Jevnl of mutton f'nt in salami
can be suecessfully

The calculated

4, 1, and 3 were 14. 85, 14. 62, and 14. 48 respectively,

and did not differ significantly
The results

2 (15. :rn) was signifkantly

is kept below 10 percent

used and mutton lean can comprise

total meat of the finished

product without adverse

the
and tex-

used as a
factor.

of the final product,
up to HGpercent

affects.

If the

mutton
of the
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of part 1 was to determine
snit soluble proteins

from four parts of a mutton carcass

chanical deboning on the emulsifying
Part 1 consisted

of a comparison

from four carcass

capacity of the

and the effects of me-

capacity of these parts.
of the protein content,

with a saline solution and a determination
soluble proteins

the emulsifying

of the emulsifying

its extractability

capacity of the salt

parts of mutton (hand and mechanically

de-

boned) and two cuts of beef (cow and bull round).
Proximate
(1965).

analysis

Protein extraction

of the carcass

was accomplished

tion and meat in a 4:1 ratio at 14, 000 rpm.
soluble proteins

was determined

protein extract

(10 mg protein/ml)

capacity

parts was determined

(ml of oil emulsified/gm

by AOAC methods

by blending a 3 percent saline soluEmulsifying

capacity of the salt

by the model system approach utilizing 25 ml of
and Wesson Oil.

Extractable-emulsifying

of protein in meat) was calculated

by the for-

mula:
EEC

=-

(Extractable protein) X (ml oil emulsified) X (1000 mg/gm)
(Total protein)
(100 mg of extractaJle protein)

Results indicated
moisture
responding

that mechanically

deboned carcass

parts contained more

and ash and less protein and fat than the hand-boned meat from the corcarcass

parts.

Extractable

protein was significantly

bull and cow rounds than for the mutton carcass

parts.

higher for the
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Significant differences
several

of the mutton parts and there was a non-significant

teins in the mechanically
comparison

test between hand and mechanically

emulsifying

capacity.

difference

mutton carcass
It appears

sausage products
than emulsifying

mutton,

standard

in salami

pork and beef.

containing

however,

observed

between

values.

of meats for use in emulsified

determined

by utilizing

EEC values

capacity values alone.

Pn rt 2 was designed to determine
were acceptable

were,

from this work that evaluation

that

capacity or the extractable-

parts for both emulsification

could be more accurately

A contrast

deboned mutton indicated

in emulsifying

Significant differences

between

trend for the pro-

deboned mutton to be more extractable.

there was no significant

various

were noted in the protein extractability

the level of mutton fat and lean whkh

and to compare

the use of various

Taste panel examination

85 percent mutton and 50 percent
salami utilizing

of the fat was as acceptable

60 percent beef and 40 percent pork.

mutton fat levels were set constant at 10 percent
was not detected

Pork was preferred

the other half preferred

the mutton-beef.

Taste panel rehowever when

. 05).

but a careful examination

half the panel preferred

as a

of the final product weight,

to beef for use in combination

puted from taste panel scores
showed approximately

(P<

of

of salami showed that a product

sults indicated that high levels of mutton fat were undesirable,

product differentiation

combinations

with mutton as comof taste panel results

the mutton-pork

salami while

65

Panelists

were unable to detect

in the final mutton salami products
formulation.

(P<. 05).

They did however

flavor,

moisture

when compared

prefer

or texture

differences

to a commercial

beef-pork

the appearance

of the mutton salami

66
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Product

Evaluation

Sheet

On the evaluation sheet, give your opinion of the product by writing
in the appropriate score number and description letter.

Score Number
l. Extremely poor
2. Moderately poor
:L Neither good nor poor
-1. Moderately good
5. Extremely good

Descriptive

Terms

Flavor
A.

B.

c.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.
I.

J.

Moisture

too salty
too spicy
flat
oily
off flavor
ranc.id
not spicy
enough
good
ideal
musty

Figure

- for each quality characteristic

1.

Texture

Appearance

A. too dry
B. okay

A. too grainy
B. okay

c.

A. off color
B. too dark

c.

c.

too moist

Product evaluation

too smooth

too light

D. fat smeared
E. too fat
F. too lean
G. ideal

sheet.

Product

Score Sheet

Product
Number

Figure

Flavor
Score
Descrip.

2.

Product

score

Moisture
Score
Descrip.

Texture
Score
Descrip.

Appearance
Score
Descrip.

Overall
Score

sheet.

-J

c.n
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